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Econ Technologies Updates ChronoSync For Mac To 4.6.1
Published on 05/05/15
Econ Technologies today releases ChronoSync 4.6.1, the professional-quality, 3-in-1 app
that Mac owners rely upon for standard backup, bootable backup, and folder
synchronization. The app takes backup and synchronization performance to a whole new
level. ChronoSync 4.6.1 is more than a maintenance release containing new features to go
along with several fixes. Most notably, version 4.6.1 improves efficiency of backing up
package files and maintaining bootable backups.
Casselberry, Florida - Econ Technologies today is proud to announce the release of
ChronoSync 4.6.1, the professional-quality, 3-in-1 app that Mac owners rely upon for
standard backup, bootable backup, and folder synchronization. ChronoSync 4.6.1 is more
than a maintenance release containing new features to go along with several fixes. Most
notably, ChronoSync 4.6.1 improves efficiency of backing up package files and maintaining
bootable backups. ChronoSync, the complete Mac backup, bootable backup, and folder
synchronizing app works with any device you can connect to a Mac such as external drives,
thumb drives, network volumes, remote Macs, or even a PC. Download and try it out or
purchase ChronoSync for $49.99. As always, existing users update for free. We have
continuously improved ChronoSync for over ten years and never charged for an update.
ChronoSync 4.6.1 includes new package file handling options, increased efficiency of
maintaining bootable backups, enhanced progress reporting, as well as many more additional
tweaks and fixes. The new package "Merge" option is the most efficient manner to handle
large iPhoto, Pictures, Aperture or iMovie libraries. Learn more about 'The Package
Conundrum' and how ChronoSync handles syncing, backing up, and archiving package files
better than any other app. Check out the complete list of new features online.
This update follows the major release of ChronoSync 4.6 which includes over a dozen major
new features. ChronoSync 4.6 takes backup and synchronization performance to a whole new
level with SmartScan, an advanced algorithm for analyzing a volume for changes. File
system analysis can often be the most time consuming part of a synchronization or backup.
While SmartScan won't copy your files any faster, detecting which ones need to be copied
can see dramatic speed improvements. Depending on your usage patterns, you may realize
improvements ranging from 1x to 50x faster. SmartScan works across ChronoAgent
connections
too, so remote syncs and backups can see enormous speed gains!
Pricing and Availability:
ChronoSync, the complete Mac backup, bootable backup, and folder synchronizing app is
designed to work on Mac OS X 10.8 and higher. Full working trial licenses are available or
purchase ChronoSync for $49.99 (USD). ChronoAgent is a Mac Utility that allows any local
or remote Mac to accept direct, secure connections from ChronoSync. Full working trial
licenses are available or purchase ChronoAgent for $14.99. ChronoMonitor is an iPhone app
that monitors Macs running ChronoSync or ChronoAgent. ChronoMonitor is available in the
Apple App Store for $3.99. Check out our Press Page for artwork and more information about
ChronoSync, ChronoAgent, and ChronoMonitor.
Econ Technologies:
http://www.econtechnologies.com/index.html
ChronoSync 4.6.1:
http://www.econtechnologies.com/chronosync/current.html
Release Notes:
http://www.econtechnologies.com/chronosync/notes.html
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The Package Conundrum:
http://www.econtechnologies.com/chronosync/TN-CS-package-conundrum.html
Download ChronoSync:
http://www.econtechnologies.com/downloads/downloads.html
Media Assets:
http://www.econtechnologies.com/about/media.html

Econ Technologies, Inc has been creating Apple(R) software for over 20 years including the
ChronoSync Connection which links ChronoSync(TM) for Mac(R) OS X, ChronoAgent(TM) for
Mac(R) OS X, and InterConneX(R) for the iPhone(R) and iPad(R) together. Econ continuously
updates all our apps and never charges for new versions. No user is left behind! All
Material and Software (C) Copyright 2015 Econ Technologies. All Rights Reserved. Apple,
the Apple logo, Macintosh and Mac OS X are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S.
and/or other countries. Other trademarks and registered trademarks may be the property of
their respective owners.
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